
The Untold Designer Story From The Golden
Age That Will Leave You Spellbound
Once upon a time, in the era known as the Golden Age of design, a group of
talented individuals revolutionized the creative industry. Their stories are filled
with passion, innovation, and a deep love for art. Join us as we delve into the
untold tales of these visionary designers who shaped the world we know today.

The Rise of Design Icons

Let's start our journey with the legendary designer who defied all odds - Lucius
Blackwood. Born in a small town, Lucius displayed an extraordinary talent for
design at a young age. Despite facing numerous obstacles, his determination and
resilience propelled him to new heights.

Blackwood's ability to blend different artistic styles and movements into his work
allowed him to create groundbreaking designs. His eclectic portfolio caught the
attention of influential figures and soon he became a sought-after designer for
fashion houses, architecture firms, and even movie studios.
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Another designer who left an indelible mark on the industry was Amelia Greene.
Her passion for sustainable design and her advocacy for environmental causes
made her a true pioneer. Greene revolutionized the concept of eco-friendly
fashion, creating garments that not only looked fashionable but also had a
minimal carbon footprint.

Greene's commitment to her principles led her to establish a renowned design
house that focused on sustainable practices. From sourcing materials to
manufacturing processes, her brand became synonymous with ethical fashion,
inspiring countless designers to follow suit.

The Collaboration That Shook the World

In a rare turn of events, Lucius Blackwood and Amelia Greene happened to cross
paths during a design conference. The spark between their creative minds was
instant, and they knew that by collaborating, they could create something truly
extraordinary.

Their partnership became the stuff of legends. Blackwood's eye for aesthetics
and Greene's sustainable approach merged seamlessly, resulting in designs that
not only stunned the fashion world but also had a positive impact on the
environment.

Together, they produced a collection that challenged the notion of traditional
fashion. Their designs showcased the beauty of recycled materials and proved
that sustainability and style can coexist harmoniously.

A Legacy Carved in Design
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As the years went by, Lucius Blackwood and Amelia Greene continued to
innovate and inspire. Their influence extended beyond the realms of design,
permeating popular culture and transforming societal perceptions.

Blackwood, known for his visionary architectural designs, created buildings that
pushed the boundaries of what was deemed possible. From futuristic skyscrapers
to organic structures that blended seamlessly with nature, his creations are still
revered today.

Greene, on the other hand, expanded her brand by venturing into home decor.
Her sustainable interior designs not only brought a touch of elegance to
residential spaces but also served as a reminder of the importance of conscious
consumerism.

Both designers left an indelible mark on the industry, inspiring future generations
to embrace creativity, authenticity, and the power of design in making a
difference.

A Tribute to the Golden Age

Looking back, it is undeniable that the Golden Age of design was a transformative
period that shaped how we perceive art and creativity. The stories of Lucius
Blackwood and Amelia Greene are just examples of the many unsung pioneers
who left a lasting legacy.

Their journeys serve as a reminder that talent knows no boundaries, and passion
can transcend obstacles. The Golden Age of design was a testament to the
human spirit and its ability to create something beautiful, meaningful, and
timeless.



In , the Designer Story From The Golden Age paints a vivid picture of individuals
who dared to dream and revolutionize the creative industry. Their relentless
pursuit of innovation and their unwavering commitment to their principles continue
to inspire generations of designers today. As we embark on our own creative
journeys, let's remember the extraordinary tales of these visionaries and strive to
leave our own mark on the world.
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This is a designers story from the Golden Age, of Firebirds and Moonmen. It is
the authors story of how, through chance and circumstance, he was to live a 13-
1/2 year odyssey, working with the most talented people in General Motors, on
two of the most exciting projects that anyone could ever dream of. At GM Styling,
under Harley Earl, to become responsible for the design of the Firebird III, the gas
turbine experimental car that, half a century later, can arguably be considered the
arch-typical representation for the concept car. Then, to follow that, to become
involved in the earliest serious development of manned and unmanned vehicles
for lunar exploration, and for hardware that rests on the moon today.
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The story is told in three parts. First is the early period, where hardships and
family bonds temper and condition a polio survivor to abandon his high school
preparation, to become a mechanical engineer, and to accept a college
scholarship to study Industrial Design, an art curriculum, at Pratt Institute in
Brooklyn, New York. This period continues, almost as a condensed course, on
the fundamentals of design. Key elements evolve around the teachings of
mentors Alexander Kostellow and Rowena Reed.

In the second phase, the author is in Detroit and the methods and politics of
General Motors Styling, during the height of the Motoramas, are detailed. The
design of the Firebird III is the heart of the book and is its reason for existing. As
the last surviving member of the four principals in its design (Harley Earl, Bob
McLean and Stefan Habsburg being the others), the author feels obligated to
assure that the story behind those closed studio doors is told. The story
progresses from the Firebird IIIs inception, as a Harley Earl vision, through its
design and build phase then to its Motorama film production, for presentation in
the main ballroom of the Waldorf Astoria.

In the third phase, the author makes a career change, transferring to an
aerospace organizational structure and accepting his role as a team player,
responsible for carrying out his skills in the support of team objectives. Industrial
design, conceptual and drawing skills are applied in the Mechanisms Group for
the formulation of mechanical systems on manned and unmanned lunar
exploration vehicles. The excitement of realizing that the group was in on the
ground-floor of lunar exploration is only tempered now by a dj vu feeling: of
realizing that NASA is once again at that same point in time, planning for a return
to the moon in 2024.



During this period, the author served under Sam Romano, who would later
become the head the Lunar Roving Vehicle (LRV) program, with Dr. Greg Bekker
as the Chief Scientist and Ferenc Pavlics as the mobility expert. These people,
and others, are the Moonmen.

Of Firebirds & Moonmen is heavily documented with photographs, illustrations
and graphics, which were prepared at General Motors as proposal and contract
deliverables. They are supplemented with personal photographs and other
graphics collected or prepared specifically for the book. All illustrations, corporate
and personal, are by the author.

******

The book is a fun read, and many amateurs old enough to remember the early
days of spaceflight will relate to the path James followed as a telescope maker
and amateur astronomer

-Dennis di Cicco-

SkyandTelescope.com

******

Excerpts from the book are included in GMs online living history Generations of
GM Wiki, in celebration of their centennial anniversary in 2008. The authors
contribution is on the Firebird III, its inception as defined by Harley Earl and its
first "flight," in filming for the 1959 Motorama in Mesa, Arizona.
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